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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

The relationship between customers and suppliers remains a challenge in agile software development. Two trends seek to improve this relationship, the increased focus on value and the move towards continuous deployment. In this special section on continuous value delivery, we describe these emerging research themes and show the increasing interest in these topics over time. Further, we discuss implications for future research.
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1. Introduction

Since the inception of agile development methods in the late 1990s, there have been a stream of topics of interest amongst practitioners and the research community. Early research on agile development focused on extreme programming practices such as test-first development [1,2] and pair programming [3,4], on whole methods such as extreme programming [5], Scrum and Lean software development. We have seen an increase in study quality after a number of special issues and special sections on agile development, a larger number of studies published in journals, and a larger amount of studies connecting empirical findings to theories that are taken from more mature research fields [6].

In this special section, we focus in particular on two recent trends in research on agile software development: First, the transition from a focus on agile methods on team level with emphasis on team performance (illustrated by the focus on pair programming and test first development), to a broader organizational understanding where more focus is put on value of the developed product. Second, the transition from iterative development with initial recommendations on 30 day iterations in Scrum to continuous deployment of new features. We describe these two trends as a focus on \textit{continuous value delivery}. This is a challenging topic. In one of the few reliable scientific surveys we have on usage of agile methods [7], many respondents indicate that customer/supplier relationships is one of the main challenges, yet many see improved customer understanding as an effect of adopting agile development methods. Furthermore, many report using iterations and practices such as continuous integration, which is a prerequisite for continuous delivery. The top reasons for adopting agile methods are to increase productivity, increase product and service quality and to reduce development cycle times and time-to-market.

But is there anything new in the search for continuous value delivery? In Beck's first book on extreme programming [8], he states that we “need to make our software economically more valuable by spending money more slowly, earning revenue more quickly and increasing the probably productive lifespan of our project” (page 11), and the practice of continuous integration was suggested already then. Also, some have claimed that even the practices in extreme programming is “old wine in new bottles” and have been established practices for a long time [9]. We argue that the ideas of continuous value delivery are old, but that the possibilities have increased with maturing technology. Further, as we will see, the ideas have developed since the initiation of agile methods.
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In the following, we introduce three articles, which have been extended and revised for this special section. The articles are chosen from the XP2015 conference [10]. Finally, we highlight what we see as main implications for research on agile software development given these trends.

2. What is value?

Many of the recent improvement trends that have influenced software development practice have a focus on business value. The agile manifesto focuses on customer collaboration and working software, and a principle behind the manifesto is to satisfy the customer through early delivery. Lean production puts emphasis on value through reducing costs [11], through eliminating “waste”, where waste can be waiting time or large inventories (see [12] for a complete list). Proponents of lean production claim that waste can be reduced by applying techniques such as value stream mapping or just in time production. The recent trend of lean start-ups [13] takes a similar position on value, making the argument that waste can be reduced through early learning about customer value.

The improvement trends are not very specific on how they define value. An obvious reason is that different environments might have very different interpretations of what gives business value to them. The general use of the word value ranges from “usefulness or importance” and “relative worth, utility, or importance” to “the monetary worth of something” [14]. When value is determined by usefulness or even monetary worth, at least it suggests that value of software is assigned by stakeholders outside of the development team. Proponents of agile development and lean startup would argue that a development team needs to learn what external stakeholders value during a development project, while traditional approaches would argue for understanding the view of value upfront.

Such an up-front understanding is eminent in traditional project management. The most popular frameworks for project management, the project management body of knowledge [15] and the PRINCE2 framework [16] both focus on the business value of projects. The project management body of knowledge defines business value as both tangible and intangible elements. Tangible elements include equipment and monetary assets while intangible elements include “good will”, brand recognition or public benefits. The central idea in PRINCE2 is to achieve benefits with projects, and the benefits are defined prior to project initiation in a “business case”. The business case is under continuous justification and lists the benefits that are to be achieved.

Also in software engineering, there has been a history of discussing value. Boehm introduced the term “value-based software engineering” in 2003 [17,18], arguing that many practices in the field are done in a “value-neutral” setting where requirements are treated as equally important and that accounts of “earned value” in development projects are focusing on costs and schedule and not business value. Boehm suggested to integrate value considerations into principles and practices, suggesting research on a number of topics including value-based requirements engineering, value-based planning and control. In his article [17], he discusses how software development can be made more value-based, for example through conducting more thorough analysis of the benefits to be achieved by new software, elicitation of value propositions that stakeholders hold, and conducting business case analyses on software projects.

We argue that these ideas have now been taken up more broadly through the trends of agile software development and lean software development with an even sharper focus on value.

Predicting the value of software is probably at least as challenging as predicting the cost of software [19]. Based on experience from a large development project in Norway, the company Promis has suggested to estimate value in the form of “benefit points” [20]. The idea is to get a similar estimate of value to an epic (set of user stories), as agile development teams often make an estimate of the development cost in “story points”. The “benefit points” are also relative to an epic with “known” value to the customer organization, and then these figures can be helpful in deciding about priority in a product backlog. The method involves translating overall goals of a project or program into how much can be achieved through implementation of an epic.

To summarize, we see an increased focus on value in improvement trends relevant for software development. This focus has led to suggestions on how to operationalize calculations on business value such as from Promis, and also on techniques to advance understanding of customer needs. A particularly interesting area of research is using agile techniques in achieving early feedback from users and customers. The article in this special section on agile requirements engineering and use of test cases as requirements (“Multi-Case Study of Agile Requirements Engineering and the Use of Test Cases as Requirements” by Bjørnason et al.) draws on a rich empirical material to show a variety of practices, and discuss benefits and challenges when using test cases to elicit, validate, verify and manage requirements.

3. Continuous deployment and continuous experimentation

As the theoretical approaches to model and assess value upfront have proven to be challenging, there is a current trend towards using empirical means to understand value. Empirically understanding customer value relies on the idea of continuous experimentation, an approach in which potentially valuable features are delivered to customers, and data is collected to understand the value of the delivered functionality. In this emerging approach, different versions of the software might be delivered to different user groups, making it possible to understand experienced customer value and how different feature sets or implementations affect product usage. While relying on other practices, including continuous integration and continuous deployment, continuous experimentation also requires additional infrastructure to support experiment planning execution and analysis [21].

At this moment, research on continuous experimentation is starting to appear, but as more and more companies move towards continuous value delivery, its practical importance is likely to be very significant, and companies’ ability to quickly use data about customer behavior in innovative ways likely to be a major contributor to their competitiveness. As the academic research on continuous experimentation is in its early stages, there is much opportunity for ambitious research on the topic in the near future.

Continuous integration (CI) is a software development practice where software is integrated continuously during development [22]. CI requires at least daily integration and that each integration is verified by automated build and tests. As a basic building block of a working agile implementation, there exists a growing set of case studies, and experience reports on CI discussing both challenges and benefits related to the practice, see e.g. [23,24]. And while there is a lack of synthesizing research, it seems basic issues like what the characteristics of a CI process should be still needs clarification. E.g., Ståhl and Bosch [24] studied CI in industry and found that the practices were not really continuous: “activities are carried out much more infrequently than some observers might consider to qualify as being continuous”.

Building upon continuous integration, continuous delivery aims at constantly keeping the software in a releasable state [25,26]. This is achieved through optimization, automatization and utilization of the build, deploy, test and release process [26]. The proposed benefits of continuous delivery include increased visibility, faster feedback and empowerment of stakeholders [26]. However,
when trying to adopt continuous delivery, organizations have faced numerous challenges [27,28]. Continuous deployment takes the final step in automation, and that each change is built, tested and deployed to production automatically. Thus, in contrast to continuous delivery, there are no manual steps or decisions between a commit by a developer and production deployment. The motivation for automating the deployment to production is to gain faster feedback from production use to fix defects that would be otherwise too expensive to detect. Research on continuous deployment is still in its infancy, despite the industrial relevance of the topic [29].

Interestingly, but not surprisingly, the topics of continuous experimentation and continuous deployment seem similar to other agile topics in the sense that they are industry rather than research driven. The state-of-the art is driven by industry and consultants, and research is lagging behind in synthesizing and systematizing knowledge and helping to validate or dismiss the many claims made by proponents for various tools and techniques. However, as the article on the current state of experimentation in product development in this special section ("Raising the Odds of Success: The Current State of Experimentation in Product Development" by Lindgren and Münch) shows, there is a considerable potential in exploiting these ideas in many companies, and in particular there are challenges with changing the organizational culture, accelerating the development cycle speed and also in identifying measures for customer value.

4. Implications for future research

We argued for an increasing interest in continuous value delivery as a research topic. This trend has been described by leading scholars in the software engineering field such as Fitzgerald and Stol [12] focusing on the trend towards continuous development and Bosch [30] focusing on the importance of learning. But is the trend shown in practitioner or researcher interest so far?

In Figs. 1 and 2 we show development practice trends the last ten years. Fig. 1 is based on Internet searches¹ and indicates relative interest amongst developers on topics. Fig. 2 shows relative interest amongst researchers.² We have plotted interest in two established topics in agile software development, namely the methods extreme programming (XP) and Scrum. We see that Scrum has received by far the most interest, and the interest is increasing over time (the drop in 2015 amongst researchers is probably due to late indexing of articles in the database). The high interest in Scrum amongst researchers might be due to the general popularity of Scrum as a development method. It could also be that Scrum is described as the context of studies, not necessarily that there is such a high interest in studying Scrum itself. Furthermore, we have plotted the interest in emerging topics, which we argue is under the umbrella continuous value delivery, namely DevOps and the practice of "continuous integration".

For practitioners, we see that there is a decline in the interest in extreme programming, while the interest in Scrum is increasing over time. There is an increase in interest on continuous integration from 2006 to 2015, and a sharp increase on DevOps in the last years. For researchers, we see a sharp decline in interest on extreme programming, a steady increase in interest on Scrum and continuous integration and a more sharp increase in interest on continuous integration. A striking difference between practitioners and researcher is the relative higher interest in Scrum amongst researchers. Another difference is the high interest in continuous integration amongst practitioners, while this topic is more or less on the same level as DevOps and extreme programming amongst researchers.

The final article in this special section focuses on giving voice to practitioners in discussions on future research. The article “The challenges that challenge: Engaging with agile practitioners’ concerns” by Gregory et al. provides a thorough review of existing discussions on research directions, and draws on a rich material from practitioners in order to discuss future research directions. They identify the trends we have discussed in this introduction, such as the increasing focus on organisations, including a tighter collaboration between business and technical staff, as well as a general focus on demonstrating product value from agile methods. They also identify a number of other research areas, such as the emerging focus not on agile adoption as most organizations at least claim to do agile development, but on sustaining agility in projects and organisations.

---

¹ Searches in Google analysed by Google Trends.
² Measured by the number of articles on topics in the Scopus database.
Fig. 2. Relative interest over time on themes “Scrum,” “extreme programming”, “DevOps” and “continuous integration” based on searches for publications in the Scopus scientific database.
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